LHC tt data have the potential to provide constraints on the gluon distribution, especially at high x, with both ATLAS and CMS performing differential measurements. Recently, CMS has measured double-differential
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I. INTRODUCTION
One of the limitations in searches for potential new physics at the LHC is the theoretical uncertainty in predictions for the standard model backgrounds to the new physics. In general, new physics is expected to occur at high masses, and thus requires the colliding partons to have relatively large fractions (x) of the parent protons' momenta. These theoretical uncertainties include those related to the parton distribution functions (PDFs) at high x, especially those of the gluon distribution, the most poorly known PDF in this kinematic region. Until recently, the only data included in global PDF fits sensitive to the value of the high x gluon were those from inclusive jet production. Older parton distribution functions have used only jet data from the Tevatron; with newer generations of PDFs, jet data from the LHC has been added and generally has a significance equal to, or greater than, the Tevatron jet data, due to the wider kinematic range and the smaller systematic errors.
For high transverse momentum jet production, however, the gluon distribution is subdominant, withscattering being the dominant sub-process, followed by gq scattering. Top pair production, on the other hand, is dominated by the gg initial state, and thus provides a direct handle on the gluon distribution. For top pair production at high mass, rapidity or transverse momentum, the sensitivity continues to high momentum fraction x values.
Both ATLAS and CMS have measured top pair production with variables such as the tt mass, rapidity (y), either of the individual top quark (anti-quark), or of the pair, and the transverse momentum (p T ), again either of the individual top quark (anti-quark), or of the combination [1, 2] . This data has been included in previous PDF fits (see, for example, Ref. [3] ) and will be included in CT18. Each distribution, or combination, has a sensitivity to the gluon distribution. Recently, CMS has measured double-differential top pair distributions, using combinations of the above variables [4] , which have the potential to provide a greater sensitivity to the initial state gluon distribution, when combined with the recent NNLO calculation of such double-differential distributions. The NNLO calculation of top pair production of course also depends greatly on the value of α s (m Z ), which itself is anti-correlated with the high x gluon distribution. In this paper, we explore the relative sensitivity and importance of the double-differential top-pair distributions, to the high x gluon distribution, with current data, and with extrapolations to what might be expected from future data.
This paper is organized as follows: Sec.II describes the double-differential measurements of CMS. Sec.III then discusses the theoretical framework for the calculation of the doubledifferential theoretical predictions, and their inclusion in fastNNLO. Sec.IV then explores the correlation between the measured distributions and the parton x values of the gluon distribution. The correlations indicate the kinematic range over which the data may have some influence on the gluon distribution in the global PDF fits. Correlation, however, is not sufficient by itself to describe the impact. In Sec.V, ePump [5] , is used to update the PDFs in the CTEQ-TEA fitting framework. We discuss the impact of adding the CMS doubledifferential top data to the CT14HERA2 global fit 1 , with and without jet data, from the Tevatron and the LHC, included in the original CT14HERA2 data set.
Finally, Sec.VI concludes, and offers a projection of the impact of additional data at the LHC.
1 CT14HERA2 is the latest published CT set at the time of writing of this paper, with the CT18 paper in progress. The gluon distribution for CT14HERA2 is similar to that obtained in CT14, except at very high x where CT14 has a harder gluon.
II.
EXPERIMENTAL OVERVIEW
In this work, we consider the double-differential top-quark data from CMS [4] , which consists of the following normalized tt distributions: the transverse momentum of the top quark (p t T ) as a function of the top rapidity (y t ), the top-antitop system transverse momentum (p tt T ) as a function of the tt mass (m tt ), the pseudo-rapidity separation of the top pair (∆η tt ) as a function of the tt mass (m tt ), the rapidity of the top quark (y t ) as a function of the tt mass (m tt ), the tt rapidity (y tt ) as a function of the tt mass (m tt ), the azimuthal separation (∆φ tt ) of the top and anti-top as a function of the tt mass (m tt ). The last distribution is particularly sensitive to the effects of soft gluon radiation, so will not be used in the following comparison to fixed-order predictions. The data sets, the number of data points in each set, and the internal CTEQ-TEA reference number are given in Table 1 below. The data were taken at 8 TeV with an integrated luminosity of 19.7f b −1 . The statistical and systematic errors are typically of similar size, with the largest systematic error being due to the jet energy scale. In the original CMS paper [4] , the data were compared to NLO fixed-order predictions, to NLO+parton shower predictions and to fixed-order approximate NNLO predictions (for several observables). For this paper, comparisons are made to full NNLO predictions. III.
NNLO CALCULATION OF DIFFERENTIAL TOP-PAIR DISTRIBUTIONS
In this work we calculate the NNLO QCD corrections to one-and two-dimensional top quark-pair differential distributions at the LHC. The distributions are defined in terms of the following top quark kinematic variables: p t T , m tt , p tt T , y t , y tt and ∆η tt . The p t T and y t distributions are averaged over the corresponding top and antitop distributions. Our binning follows the CMS collaboration's 8 TeV measurement [4] .
We use m t = 173.3 GeV and utilize the dynamic scales derived in Ref. [6] (see also
Ref. [7] ):
Specifically, we compute the one-dimensional average top p t T distribution with the scale Eq. The calculations performed in this work are used to produce tables in the fastNLO format [8, 9] . More details about our fastNLO tables can be found in Ref. [10] .
These tables have the advantage that predictions can be recalculated very fast with any PDF set or for any value of α S . As a cross-check, we have also provided in electronic format two binned predictions based on the NNPDF30 nnlo as 0118 [11] and CT14nnlo as 0111 [12] PDF sets. All predictions can be downloaded from the following webpage (http://www.precision.hep.phy.cam.ac.uk/results/ttbar-fastnlo/).
In this work we follow the STRIPPER approach [13] [14] [15] previously applied to top-pair production in Refs. [6, [16] [17] [18] [19] . We have implemented it in a flexible, fully-differential partonic Monte Carlo program which, in principle, is able to calculate any infrared safe partonic observable. Further technical details can be found in Ref. [20] . Two-dimensional distributions in NNLO QCD have recently also been calculated in Ref. [21] for a different LHC setup. The double-differential tt data are expected to have the strongest correlation with the gluon PDF, as the dominant tt production mechanism at the LHC is through gg fusion.
This argument can be demonstrated quantitatively by examining the correlation cosines for the tt data as a function of the gluon momentum fraction x. The quantity cos ϕ, the correlation cosine, characterizes whether the PDF degrees of freedom of quantities X and Y are correlated (cos ϕ ≈ 1), anti-correlated (cos ϕ ≈ −1), or uncorrelated (cos ϕ ≈ 0) [22] .
In this case, X and Y are the gluon distribution and the double-differential tt data.
As an example, the correlation cosines between tt data and the gluon and up quark distributions are shown in Fig. 1 for the CMS data set labelled 573, (d 2 σ/dy t dp t T ) 2 . There are 16 data points in this data set, so the plot contains 16 curves. It is apparent that gluon PDF has a stronger correlation with the tt data, and in particular that it is mainly the gluon PDF for x > 0.01 range that has strong correlations. Note that approximately half of the data points have a strong correlation with the gluon distribution at an x value above 0. region around 0.1, and as will be seen later, the constraints on the gluon distribution by the top data sets tend to be weaker here.
The high x gluon in particular still has a great deal of uncertainty in global PDF fits. The range around 0.01 is also of interest as it plays a role in Higgs boson production through gg fusion. The correlations between the other CMS tt observables and the gluon PDF are shown in Fig. 2 , where the same conclusion holds 3 . Although this demonstrates that the CMS 2D tt observables depend highly on gluon PDFs in these x ranges, it does not necessarily mean that the tt data are going to have a strong impact on the determination of the gluon PDF in a global fit.
The impact of a data set on a global PDF fit has been discussed in Ref. [23] , as involving not only a correlation between the data and specific PDFs, in a given x range, but also a sensitivity of the data to those PDFs. The sensitivity is determined by the number of data points, the kinematic range they cover, and the magnitudes of the statistical and systematic errors (and the correlations of the latter). It can be shown that [3, 23] one of the strongest sensitivities (per data point) for the gluon distribution is given by the CMS double-differential top data (not included in CT14 or CT14HERA2, but will be in CT18).
Although, the CMS double-differential top data has one of the highest sensitivities per data point, the largest data set sensitivities belong to the HERA I+II data set and the CMS 7
TeV inclusive jet data set. The former has a relatively low average sensitivity per data point but has 1120 data points. The latter has a moderate sensitivity to the gluon distribution per data point, but has 185 data points, most with reasonably small statistical and systematic errors. In the next section, we will examine the actual impact of the top and jet data sets on a global PDF fit using the program ePump. As shown in Ref. [3, 5] , ePump can quickly provide quantitative information on the impact of a given data set to updating PDFs and their error bands, including the information on the relevant parton flavor and x range.
V. RESULTS OF PDF FITTING
As introduced in Ref. [5] , ePump is a convenient software tool that allows an examination of the impact of a new data set, without the need to perform a complete global PDF fit. The χ 2 and dof for each of the CMS double-differential top data sets, compared to NNLO predictions using CT14HERA2, are shown in Table II , first without including the data set in the fit, and then including the data set via ePump. The data provided by the experiment group [4] are normalized distributions, with correlated systematic uncertainties and correlation matrices of statistical uncertainties. Due to the loss of one degree of freedom when constructing normalized distributions, the correlation matrices are singular, so when we use the data to update PDFs (or to calculate the χ 2 ), we discard the bin with the largest values of kinematic variables and the corresponding correlation coefficients for each data set, as instructed by the experiment paper [4] .
Several aspects can be immediately noticed. First, the χ 2 /dof for each of the data sets is on the order of 1.5-2, except for data set 574 which has a χ 2 /dof of over 5. Second, there is minimal improvement in the χ 2 /dof when each data set is included in the global fit.
When each double-differential tt data set is individually added to CT14HERA2, no strong impacts are observed on the gluon distribution. A similar result was noted for the influence of the single-differential top measurements [3] . Among the double-differential tt data sets, ID 577 (differential in m tt and y tt ) has the most noticeable impact on the gluon distribution. The updated gluon PDF and its error band when data set 577 (CMS 8TeV m tt -y tt double differential data) is added to CT14HERA2mJ using ePump with weight=1. The suffix ".54" is to stress that there are 54 eigen-sets used in CT14HERA2 global fit, without the two gluon extreme sets. The letter "e" is to note that the PDF was obtained by ePump. Left: PDF central values.
Right: Error bands.
including the jet data, included in the CT14HERA2 fit. If the jet data from the Tevatron and LHC are removed from this fit (which yields a new set of global fit PDFs, named PDF CT14HERA2mJ), then the impact of the tt double-differential data is noticeably larger.
The ePump-updated gluon PDF of CT14HERA2mJ, using data set 577, is shown in Fig. 4 .
(Note that CT14HERA2mJ now serves as the reference set.) Some clear trends are observed.
The gluon distribution at high x (above 0.15) is larger than that preferred by CT14HERA2 (but still somewhat smaller than that preferred by CT14HERA2mJ). The PDF uncertainty is still larger than that of CT14HERA2 for x ≥ 10 −4 . A comparison of Fig. 3 and 4 indicates that the double-differential tt data has an impact on the best-fit gluon-PDF in the large x region, but in the presence of the jet data, the impact on gluon-PDF error band is diminished. Hence, we conclude that the sensitivity of each tt data point is about the same as the jet data, but the overall sensitivity of the tt data set is far less than the jet data due to the much smaller number of total data points in the tt data set.
The level of agreement of the tt data with the NNLO predictions, using CT14HERA2 or CT14HERA2mJ, can be observed by comparing the theory predictions and the data for each data point. Fig. 5 and 6 show the comparisons for the CMS 8TeV m tt -y tt data set, for CT14HERA2 and CT14HERA2mJ, respectively. In the comparison of the data to the NNLO prediction using CT14HERA2, the data points are shifted according to the optimal systematic error shifts leading to best agreement with the theoretical prediction. The shifted data points are closer to the theory prediction, as expected. Similar results are obtained for the other double-differential observables.
In total, there are 305 jet data points included in the CT14HERA2 PDF fit, including data from CDF and D0 at the Tevatron, and ATLAS and CMS at the LHC 4 . The statistical errors vary from less than 1% at low transverse momentum to tens of percent at high p T . In contrast, as shown in Table II , there are 16 data points for all but one of the CMS double- differential top data with statistical errors that vary from 2% to 17%, and systematic errors on the order of 3-17%. Thus, there is a factor of 19 times more jet data points than doubledifferential tt data points.
An interesting exercise is to increase the weight for the CMS tt data in the PDF updating (using ePump), using either CT14HERA2mJ or CT14HERA2 global-fit PDFs as the base, to a level that corresponds either to the statistical power of the full jet data, or to that of the most important single jet data in the PDF fit, the CMS 7 TeV data set [3] . A weight of 19 (=305/16) would correspond to having a similar number of data points for the top data as for the entire jet data set, and can also be considered as corresponding to an effective decrease in the statistical and systematic errors of the top data. As an additional comparison, the impact of increasing the weight of the CMS tt data to that of the largest impact jet data set in CT14HERA2 (7 TeV CMS jet data with 133 data points) has also been considered, using a weight of 8 (=133/16). To provide intermediate results, weights of 3 and 5 are also considered. It should be stressed that increasing the weight is not exactly equivalent to an increased luminosity, since there is no change in the central values of the data, i.e. the jitter from the existing data due to limited statistics is preserved in the re-weighted data, reducing somewhat its impact on the PDF fit. The results are shown in Tables III and IV for the cases of the CT14HERA2 and CT14HERA2mJ PDFs, respectively. First, note that the starting χ 2 values are larger for CT14HERA2mJ than for CT14HERA2, especially for data sets 573 and 577. As will be shown later, this is because the gluon distribution the double-differential top data prefer is closer to that of CT14HERA2 than CT14HERA2mJ. For the CT14HERA2 fit, there is a slow decrease in χ 2 as the additional weight increases, due to the constraining influence of the jet data. There is a faster decrease for the CT14HERA2mJ fit. However, the exact magnitude of the decrease in χ 2
should not be taken too seriously, since increasing the weight does not change the central values of the data, i.e. the jitter from the existing data due to limited statistics is preserved in the re-weighted data. Nevertheless, Tables III and IV tell us that the data sets 573 and 577 have better agreement with the theory calculations and other data sets employed in the CT14HERA2mJ and CTEQ14HERA2 global analyses. What we would like to focus on here is the impact to the gluon-PDF error bands when the weight of the tt data set is increased in the PDF updating. We observe that the inclusion of data sets 573 and 577 show a noticeable improvement in χ 2 when included in the CT14HERA2mJ fit, but not in the CT14HERA2 fit. They show further improvement for CT14HERA2mJ on the use of higher weights.
We now consider the impact on the gluon distribution, first considering the weight of 19, again weighting an individual double-differential tt data set to have the equivalence of the total jet data in CT14HERA2. The ePump updated gluon PDFs with this weight are shown in Figs. 7-11 , where it can be seen that the tt data has a similar constraint on the gluon PDFs as does the jet data (included in the CT14HERA2 fit), both for the value of the central PDF and the size of the error band. The central gluon distribution that is thus obtained does not always agree with that obtained using the jet data (CT14HERA2), but the error bands are all of similar size. Note in particular that data set 573 prefers a somewhat stronger gluon at moderate x, and data set 574 prefers a stronger gluon at high
x than do the other data sets 5 . As a result the gluon in the region sensitive to gluon-gluon Higgs boson production (x=0.01) is larger in the case of 573 and smaller in the case of 574.
Furthermore, we would like to note that due to the different composition of hard scattering processes contributing to the production of tt and jet productions at the LHC, the weighted We have also examined the impact of a smaller weight, 8, which corresponds to having a similar number of data points for the tt data as for the single strongest jet data set included in the CT14HERA2, that of the CMS 7 TeV inclusive jet cross section. In Figs. 12-16 , we show the results of ePump updated gluon PDFs when each tt data set is added to CT14HERA2mJ with weight 8. We find that the tt data have similar size effects with weight 8, as observed with weight 19. This is true especially for data set 577 (m tt − y tt ), where we find almost the same impact on the gluon PDF as for jets, except that jet data lead to a smaller error band in the x range between 0.1 to 0.2, where the correlations were observed to be weaker.
There may be a type of saturation of impact that takes place as the weight is increased. If so, then the relative impact of the tt data may increase faster than expected by the use of a simple ratio of data points as has been used here.
It is then useful to examine the impact of even smaller weights, 3 and 5, in In Table V, values of d 0 results from data sets 573 and 574 for CT14HERA2 and data sets 573 and 577
for CT14HERA2mJ. Note that a large value of d 0 results from the pull of that data set away from the gluon PDF obtained in CT14HERA2mJ. The smallest values of d 0 are from those data sets that lead to the smallest apparent differences between either CT14HERA2 or CT14HERA2mJ. Note that a small value of d 0 could also result from a data set that provided strong constraints, but already agreed with the predictions using that PDF. 
VI. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
The LHC can be correctly characterized as a top factory. Precise measurements of the tt final state allows for a better understanding of the production mechanisms and in particular, can allow for a determination of the gluon distribution, especially at high x, where it is currently relatively unconstrained. The determination of the gluon distribution, and indeed of all of the PDFs, needs to take place in the context of a global PDF fit, which includes a wide variety of data, including top production. Up to now, only singly differential top measurements have been included in global PDF fits. Double-differential measurements have the potential of providing more detailed information on the gluon distribution. With the double-differential measurements taken by CMS, and the recent calculation of these observables to NNLO, it is now possible to use the double-differential data in a global PDF fit at NNLO, the order needed for precision determinations.
Including the CMS double-differential top data with the nominal weight of one does not greatly impact the gluon distribution due to the greater influence of the inclusive jet data. A more sizeable impact is observed in the fit when the jet data is removed. We have seen that applying a weight factor of 19 for the CMS double-differential tt data leads to a similar constraining power on the gluon distribution function as the jet data included in the CT14HERA2 global PDF fit. However, an almost equivalent constraining power can be reached using a lower weight value of 8. Such a sample is effectively present in the current 13
TeV data taken in Run 2 (especially allowing for the impact of the increased center-of-mass energy). However, the LHC jet data will also increase proportionately. Even now, the 8
TeV CMS jet data set is more constraining than the 7 TeV data set, as will be shown in the CT18 paper. It is not clear in such an enlarged set of data what the relative influences of the top and inclusive jet data would be, but a greater integrated luminosity may have a larger impact on the top data as compared to the jet data, both in terms of the relative statistical and the relative systematic errors. Furthermore, due to the different composition of hard scattering processes contributing to the production of tt and jet productions at the LHC, precision tt data may constrain gluon-PDF error band in somewhat different (large)
x regions as compared to jet data, cf. Figs. 7 and 8. In addition, it may be possible to combine more than one double-differential set of observables, if the statistical correlations are taken into account, further strengthening the impact of the data.
